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AA  RReesseeaarrcchh  LLiibbrraarryy  ffoorr  aa  MMaajjoorr  UUnniivveerrssiittyy 
TThhee  SSttrraatteeggiicc  PPllaann  ffoorr  tthhee  UUnniivveerrssiittyy  LLiibbrraarriieess  ooff  VViirrggiinniiaa  TTeecchh  

AAccccoommpplliisshhmmeennttss  22000033~~0044  ((ttaasskkss  ffoorr  tthhiiss  yyeeaarr  iinn  bboolldd,,  rreessppoonnsseess  iinn  bblluuee))  

Mission 
The University Libraries at Virginia Tech provide and promote access to information resources for 
the achievement of the University’s objectives in teaching, learning, research, creativity, and 
community service.  
 
We are dedicated to meeting the information, curricular and research needs of students, faculty, 
and staff of the Virginia Tech community, wherever located, in a manner that respects the diversity 
of community and ideas.   
 
We provide selected services to a wider community of users. 

Values 
We are defined by our core commitment to the sharing of what humanity has discovered and 
thought. We value:  

• Information, whose free flow throughout the university provides an accurate basis for its work 

• Ideas, the university’s defining occupation 

• Knowledge, which preserves the progress of past generations 

• Discovery, which builds the future 

• Truth, which guides our interactions with one another and with our public 

Vision 

We will be collaborative partners with members of the university community as we collectively work 
to position the university as a top-tier research institution.  Wherever they are located, members of 
the Virginia Tech community will be supported by the library as they engage in research, as they 
share in quality learning experiences at the undergraduate and graduate levels, and as they work in 
transferring knowledge and expertise between the university and society.  
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Goal 1 
Collections 
We will acquire, develop, and provide timely access to research-level information resources in support 
of research and scholarship at the university. 
Obtain and maintain the financial resources necessary to acquire information resources in all formats 
sufficient to sustain a world-class research enterprise, especially in the university’s areas of emphasis 
Submit at least one major grant proposal to an appropriate federal or foundation agency for support to 
maximize access to special collections of the Digital Library and Archives  

Several proposals were submitted or initiated: 

• To the Library of Congress for its National Digital Information Infrastructure and Preservation Program ~ 
Partnering with Emory, Auburn, Florida State University, and Georgia Tech, (3-year) funding of $1,385,000 (VT: 
$328,000) was requested to create the Meta-Archive of Southern Cultural Heritage: A Preservation Network for 
Critical At-Risk Digital Content of Southern Culture and History (not funded) 

• To the Library of Congress for its National Digital Information Infrastructure and Preservation Program  ~ 
Partnering with the University of Tennessee, $1,067,353 was requested (VT: $514,000) for ICAP: Informed 
Creation Aids Preservation (not funded). 

• To the Getty Foundation and the Gladys Krieble Delmas Foundation, proposals ($60,000 each) to support the 
IAWA (International Archive of Women in Architecture) Eleanore Pettersen Collection (not funded). 

• To the Virginia Heritage Foundation, The Brush Mountain Oral History Project: Place and Memory in the New River 
Valley, ($6,000) by T. Kennelly- University Archivist, S. Cooke –Center for Interdisciplinary Studies, S. Cook, 
graduate student (funded) 

• The library is preparing a proposal for NEH (July 15, 2004) to support preservation and access to nine collections 
of American Women in Architecture in the IAWA (in process, ~$500,000). 

Reach out to our users to identify new information resources that would be valued by members of the 
university community 
Work with academic units in each College to identify resources not held in the University Libraries which 
faculty believe are needed to support VT research initiatives and graduate programs. 

During spring 2004, the Director of Collection Management and the College Librarians met with the administrative 
councils of each college to invite their participation in the library-sponsored “Virginia Tech Information Needs Project.”  
Each college was helpful in rank-ordering databases, journal sets, and other resources that had been identified by the 
Libraries or in suggesting alternative resources.  The lists of priority resources identified in the program were 
communicated back to the colleges.  Dependent on funding these resources will serve as a “pick” list for library 
acquisitions over the next several years. The project identified $755,000 in one-time costs and $178,000 in annual costs 
as funding needed to acquire the research materials (Figure 1).  
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Figure 1. Materials Needed to Support Research 
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Select and work with information providers to enable all citation-to-full text linkages possible at every 
point in the evolution of electronic publishing 
By March 2004, using open URL technology, provide seamless access to journal literature at the article or 
journal level and inform users of this service by: 

• Developing a project plan with timelines and assigned responsibilities 
• Identifying, listing, and enabling sources and targets to be linked with the range of sources and targets 

noted for SFX technologies used as the measure for comparison 
• Presenting a testing scheme with assigned responsibilities for assuring that links are enabled 
• Communicating information with the university community about open URL services they have available 

through the library 
The Linking Group visited the University of Tennessee at Knoxville to study their implementation of the Ex Libris SFX 
product and determined that the SFX product had several advantages but that it was more expensive than our current 
product, SerialsSolutions.  A matrix of sources and targets for systematic testing was established (see at 
http://www.lib.vt.edu/research/ejournals/linkinglist.html ) and this was used to ensure that the library maximizes the 
linking potential of SerialsSolutions.  Major VT information resources are linked. Additional products for linking will be 
examined once the new integrated system is in place.  
 

By January 2004 assure that the Ingenta Gateway provides content level access to all those publications we 
subscribe to for which Ingenta can act as the gateway. 

This project is not yet completed. The Library’s journal holdings have been compared to the Ingenta title list.  Currently 
2,000 VT online journals have been registered, and approximately 6,000 additional titles remain to be registered. 
Ingenta supports a Table of Contents Service, a database searching service, and a document purchase service.  VT users 
have access to all three services.  Registration assures that VT users can get through to online titles held by VT when 
they use any Ingenta service.  Completing this project by the end of the summer is a priority. 

 
Support interlibrary loan and commercial document delivery as a transparent and cost-effective 
alternative to local collections 
 
Acquire, organize, and make available scholarly or scientific contributions originating at Virginia Tech 
As an initial step in addressing one of the research goals in the university strategic plan (Research 1.2.3 
Establish an electronic university press) identify university partners interested in collaborating with the 
Libraries in preparing a report on the current status of electronic presses in research universities. 

The Digital Library and Archive unit repeated the electronic press survey of SCHEV peer schools and top 30 institutions 
that was conducted in 2002.  The more recent survey found that many more institutions are now involved in electronic 
press activities of some type. There has been great improvement in copyright information, digital images available, and 
electronic press activities. Data shows 48% of the institutions surveyed were involved in electronic press activities.  In 
2002 only 32% of the respondents indicate such activity. 
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In response to a recommendation in the visiting team’s Report (May 6, 2002) submitted as part of the 
Provost’s review of the Libraries (Spring 2002) “develop a cohesive plan for acquiring and preserving digital 
primary resources” created by Virginia Tech scholars. 

The Digital Image Repository Task Force expanded membership to include members from Information Systems and the 
Computing department’s digital group.  The team reviewed four products currently on the market that would improve 
management and presentation of digital images for research and instruction. The group conferred with colleagues at major 
research institutions which already have digital support programs.  Four software packages were tested and Luna Insight 
was recommended for purchase.  The dean of the library noted that she would support 50% of the $65,000 cost of the 
software if the remaining funds could be raised by partner support from the colleges.  Some cost-sharing is promised from 
CAUS, and also appears likely from the VMCVM.   The team will meet with the remaining colleges during the summer 
term. 
 

Continuously assess library information resources in all formats to maintain parity with top-thirty 
research universities in our ability to support the evolving needs of our community. 
By December 2003 develop a ranked list of important resources available at peer institutions which are needed 
in the VT Libraries to support research and learning. 

This is in addition to the needs identified in the colleges.  Funding needs of $298,000 were identified for one-time costs, 
and $637,000 for continuing costs are associated with getting the titles noted.  These titles represent materials commonly 
held at most major research libraries (Figure 2).  The ability to build a strong monograph collection is important.  For 
research libraries VT ranks in the 1st (lowest) quartile for new materials added each year.  
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Figure 2. Research materials commonly held at other research schools and needed by VT 
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Other notes about Collections  
 

 Cell and the related publications Cancer Cell; Chemistry & Biology; Current Biology; Developmental Cell; Immunity; 
Molecular Cell; Neuron; Structure ; and The Chronicle of Higher Education were made available in 2003/04, prompting 
VT faculty to say: 

 I am thrilled about the Cell family online subscriptions! 
 Thanks for your continuing efforts to get Tech's electronic journal collection up to "top 30" status. 
 This is great, and in times when the budget is so tight, incredible 

 
 VT’s ARL (Association of Research Libraries) ranking improved, from 102nd in the previous year to 96th in the most 

recent survey.  A more inclusive indication of current electronic serials was the source of the change. 
 

 The ARL listing in The Chronicle of Higher Education noted the VT Libraries as one of the institutions for which there had 
been the least growth in funding (a total of 6%) for the period 97/98 through 2002/03.  

 
 The VT Libraries in partnership with UVA, GMU, JMU, ODU, and VCU developed a joint contract for Elsevier Inc. 

electronic publications.  The five-year contract will provide faculty and students access to more than 1,800 scholarly 
publications.   Specific titles range from Advances in Cancer Research to the Journal of Medieval History, but most of the 
publications report on research developments in scientific, technical, and biomedical fields. The contract: 

 Increases by almost 50% the titles that were available to the schools under an earlier agreement at an 
increment of less than 6% of the cost associated with the previous contract.  

 Assures researchers of sustained access to significant major publications in their disciplines. 
 Provides retrospective access to 1995. 
 Caps the inflation increments for the next four years. 
 Reduces staff time associated with managing these collections. 
 Allows community access to the content from public terminals in the academic libraries that offer this 

service. 
 Protects against the possibility of future financial emergencies with an exit clause for each library. 
 Allows the participating schools to leverage their dollars in a collaborative deal providing exponentially 

greater access than any library could have afforded standing alone.  
 

 Garnett and Patsy Smith established the largest recorded deferred gift in the history of the Libraries.  Their gift is valued 
in excess of $1,000,000. 

 
 Alixe Gordon and Emily Schultz, heirs of Eleanore Pettersen, New Jersey’s first female licensed architect and first female 

president of the New Jersey Society of Architects, have donated her papers, architectural archives, and a $100,000 
endowment for conservation and preservation, to the Libraries’ International Archive of Women in Architecture.  The 
Pettersen Collection has been valued at $135,000. 
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 Consol Energy, Inc. of Pittsburgh donated more than 820 cubic feet of materials including maps, survey ledgers, photos, 
and reports associated with regional mining operations.  The library will work in partnership with the U.S. Geological 
Survey, Division of Mines, to allow them to digitize the materials before they are added to the library collections.  
Ensuring digital and physical accessibility is important for this kind of archival material.   

 
 The Fund-a-Book campaign allows donors to sponsor personalized book-plate messages on new books in the Libraries’ 

collections.  Provost McNamee served as signatory for letters to parents and Dean Hitchingham sent letters to graduate 
alumni.  The total Fund-A-Book effort, in its second year, generated more than $22,000 in gifts and pledges from 225 
donors. 

 
 

 The Libraries continue to be very efficient with allocated funds.  At Virginia Tech a significantly larger part of the overall 
funding goes for buying information resources than is true for other major research libraries.   The challenge in serving 
the University community is that overall funding for the Libraries has been flat for several years, while the products that 
the library buys - books, journals, and online databases - realize cost increments of 5-10% annually.  This means that 
no matter how efficient, each year the Libraries can make fewer purchases in support of research and teaching. 

 
Figure 3.  Allocation of Library Budget 
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Goal 2 
Services 
We will develop and offer user-centered library services to support the advancement of research, the 
quality of undergraduate and graduate learning experiences, and the transfer of knowledge and 
expertise with the society that surrounds us. 
 
Reach out to library users to identify new services that would be valued by members of the university 
community 
Work with academic units in each College to identify services not offered by the University Libraries that 
faculty believe are needed to support VT research and teaching initiatives.  

In spring term the Director for Instruction & Reference contacted academic deans and department heads to identify 
services that could be initiated to support research and teaching.  Suggested improvements included adding more 
electronic resources, changing the loan period for faculty borrowing, having librarians act as search agents for faculty 
research, obtaining a site license for End Note, a widely used citation manager, a check-out and delivery service from 
the library to faculty offices, and the creation of a university-wide database of faculty publications and research.  Several 
of the respondents commented that they find that the library does a good job.   The unit will solicit additional comments 
from all department chairs at a fall department head meeting sponsored by the Vice-provost for Academic Affairs. 

 
Develop outreach programs to ensure that members of the Virginia Tech community are aware of 
resources and services to assist them in their research, learning, and outreach efforts 
Identify audiences which may be underserved in regard to direct library services (e.g., departmental staff, 
transfer or international students) and determine whether they have special information needs that could be 
met through seminars or outreach sessions. 

A well received seminar on using library resources and services was provided for staff in university offices, since these 
individuals often meet front-line information needs.  The needs of transfer students are met through support from the 
library orientation team, and scheduled tours and instructional services are offered on a regular basis. 

 
Partner with other campus programs such as the Faculty Development Institute and the Center for Excellence 
in Undergraduate Teaching to incorporate information management sessions into their programs for faculty 
and students 

Faculty and staff in the Instruction and Reference unit continue to be involved with the Faculty Development Initiative 
(FDI) and the Center for Excellence in Undergraduate Teaching (CEUT) as both workshop providers and workshop 
participants. Library faculty participate in the Faculty Associates initiative, a Residential and Dining Programs project, 
and in Project Success, a program of the Center for Academic Enrichment and Excellence. 
 

Promote, on an annual schedule, existing services that are available to extended campus faculty members and 
students  
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Communicating by phone, e-mail, and through site travel, the Distance Education librarian works closely with faculty and 
students in programs outside the Blacksburg environment. A major program for 2003/04, involving staff from the 
Northern Virginia facility, College Librarians, and the Distance Education librarian, centered on three days of interactive 
sessions, presentations, and meetings for faculty and students at Falls Church and in Alexandria. 
 

Assess, annually, levels of satisfaction with available services 
Several studies were carried out in 2003-04 to identify the needs of library users and their satisfaction with library 
services.  Selected graphs associated with the studies follow the text information about LibQual+, ILLiad, and the library 
web site. 
 

 LibQual+ 2004 
LibQual+ is the major tool we use to provide longitudinal data about general services and our users perceptions 
of those services. It is a standardized instrument which identifies how users rate library services.  A 9-point scale 
is used for most of the questions.  For the many issues included in LibQual+ users are asked to indicate the: 

 minimum level of service they find acceptable 
 perceived level of service that they see their library offering, and 
 desired level of service that would meet their expectations. 

 
Several additional questions associated with frequency of library use, issues associated with a particular library, 
and overall library satisfactions are also part of the LibQual+ array.   
 
The instrument is based on ServQual, a measurement tool used for many years in business and management 
circles.   LibQual+ is in its fifth year of application.  The questions, focusing on three dimensions Service, 
Information Control, and Library as Place, have been refined each year through factor analysis.  The pilot version 
of the tool was developed at Texas A&M, and it is now offered to libraries around the world under the sponsorship 
of A&M and the Association of Research Libraries.  Because we believe that data-driven decision making is vitally 
important to our ability to improve and offer relevant services for our user community, the Virginia Tech Libraries 
have participated in LibQual+ annually since the pilot program in 2000. 
 
In 2004 the Libraries surveyed undergraduate and graduate students.  The LibQual+ results are based on 
responses from 529 undergraduates and 852 graduate students.   The discipline demographics of the 
respondents appear to be representative of VT distributions in gender and majors.  More LibQual+ materials will 
be analyzed over the summer but some preliminary examinations are of interest here.   From examining the gaps 
between perceived values and desired values we can get a sense of those issues that are of the most immediate 
importance to our undergraduates and graduate students. 
 
For undergraduates we could best improve library services by concentrating on issues of place and information 
control (Figure 4).  On place they tell us that their desires are not being met when they consider our ability to 
offer them a comfortable and inviting location and to offer spaces that inspire study and learning.  A recent local 
VT survey noted that a considerable number of undergraduates do not find the library to be important to them as 
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a place to go to for study and work.   Some comments from undergraduates this year may give feedback as to 
why this is so.  This year our undergraduates have said things like: 

 I feel the atmosphere can be improved greatly. it is not very comfortable and some what 
unwelcoming 

 The library needs to be re-designed to make it more user friendly.  There should be more space for 
work with computers and other resources handy.  I can walk around the library for hours and not 
get a thing done.  We really need to look into making this situation better.  Please work on this!!! 

 the library is like a maze.  i can never find my way to anything i need.  the seats are uncomfortable 
and uninviting. 

 The library is not a very inviting place.  there are few comfortable study areas and everything is 
spread out and very confusing.  Things most used are not readily accessible and none of the layout 
is intuitive. 

 
Most doctoral libraries in Virginia have added to and/or renovated their library spaces over the last 10 years to 
improve student comfort and accessibility.  Library renovation is one of the programs on the university plan, but 
it does not have funding or an initiation date. 
 
Undergraduates also want to be more in control of their information environment.  They want more resources, 
they want to easily access materials from outside the library, they want a more understandable web interface, 
and they want to understand how to use materials so they can find things on their own. 
 
Graduate students have different needs (Figure 5).  Their top 5 issues are all about information control.  They 
want more journals, more electronic resources, good equipment, easy connections from outside, and an easy to 
use web. Commenting on these issues this year graduate students have said: 

 As a chemist, I would like to see more computers with the SciFinder and Beilstein search software 
installed. Thank you for all the help the library has provided me. 

 I would encourage the continued aggressive effort to make everything possible available 
electronically. Enormous amounts of time and productivity used to be wasted making trips to the 
library to find and photocopy articles. 

 I would like to see more technical journals in the Art/Arch library. 
 The portal is difficult to use for accessing the library information away from the library and not user 

friendly. 
 Budget cuts are bad, but it is vitally important that we stay abreast of current academic research, 

as such, I often find it disappointing and disturbing that we often don't have current periodicals, or 
have large gaps in the periodicals tat we DO subscribe to. 

 The book collection is simply inadequate.  Probably the worst major research university library in 
print terms in the nation.  But for Illiad it would be an unworkable campus environment for any 
scholarship using books.  Journal collections are adequate but not good. 
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Closing the gaps related to journals, equipment, and more electronic resources requires improving the base for 
library funding. The VT Libraries expenditure per student puts it next to the bottom of a list of SCHEV peers 
(Figure 6).  The fourth issue, better remote accessibility, is partially dependent on the successful implementation 
of the Enterprise Directory project currently underway at the university. In response to the fifth need, the library 
is reviewing the library web structure and will make some major changes in 2004/05. 
 

 ILLiad Survey 
For interloan purposes extended campus clients are members of the VT community living outside of Giles, 
Montgomery, and Pulaski counties.  The interloan unit uses priority mail to send needed research materials to the 
homes of students and faculty requesting materials. 
 
Using ILLiad, the widely used software invented at the Virginia Tech Libraries in 1997, the interlibrary loan unit 
provides two major services for these extended campus clients.   It sends books and articles that have been 
borrowed from other research libraries because they are not available at VT – the Interlibrary loan service. It also 
sends books and copies of articles that are owned by VT and available in the Blacksburg library to those who do 
not have locational access- the Document Delivery service. 
 
These are very important core support services.  Since the library cannot afford to build and staff additional 
library facilities in all of the locations where Virginia Tech programs or researchers are located, this service, in 
conjunction with the work of the appropriate College Librarians, substitutes for a system of costly branches. 
 
Each year the interloan unit surveys extended campus users.  Each year, for the four past years, more than 90% 
of the users have indicated that they find the Interlibrary Loan service (items borrowed elsewhere)  to be good or 
very good, and the Document Delivery service (things from Blacksburg) to be similarly good (Figure 6).  LibQual+ 
respondents praise the ILLiad service, saying: 

 in regards to the library resources (i.e., ILIAD, Electronic Journals, Journal Databases), I am very 
pleased. These resources have provided me with many documents that I would otherwise be 
unable to attain. 

 ILLIAD Service is outstanding. Keep up the great work! 
 Facilities in Northern Virginia are very lacking, but I appreciate the quality of online resources and 

the willingness of the library to mail books to my home. 
 

 Web Content and Design Surveys 
In response to the evaluations and comments regarding ease of web use in the LibQual+ 2003 survey, the library 
conducted two studies regarding web design.  Focus groups were used to solicit user input regarding content that 
should be included on the library web, and an online survey was conducted over several weeks to ask users to 
rate the web designs of each ARL library to better understand how appearance and arrangement could facilitate 
use. 
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Figure 4. Undergraduates – Gaps in services 

Undergraduates LibQual+ 2004: 
Gaps between perception of a library service and where they would like the service to be
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Figure 5. Graduate students – Gaps in services 

Graduate Students LibQual+ 2004: 
Gaps between perception of a library service and where they would like the service to be
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Figure 6.  Library expenditures/student VT and SCHEV peers 
(Source: http://research.schev.edu/roie/ , Accessed June 20, 2004) 
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Figure 7.  ILLiad – Extended campus customer evaluations  
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Provide convenient access to comprehensive reference services and collections in appropriate formats 
Make major existing resources and alerting services more visible to our users.  

A position for an outreach librarian to promote resources to the university community of faculty and students and 
to assure that handouts, instruction, web design, and library services facilitate their use was developed.  The 
position will be filled July 25, 2004. 
 
A demonstration of open URL linking was given for the University Library Committee. 
 
Library faculty identified materials to be included in a database of resources appropriate to various colleges and 
departments.  This database is the basis for providing dynamically distributed lists of relevant resources in subject 
areas ranging from biological and medical sciences to languages and literature.  
 

Initiate a plan to determine how the dynamic subject pages are used in the period January through June 2004. 
Testing was not done this year.  

 
Evaluate use of the reference collection, and identify core materials needed, in anticipation of reopening 
second floor entry.  To be completed by end of spring term, 2004. 

An initial study of use of the reference collection was conducted from February 1 to April 30, 2004 to determine 
what could be relocated to provide needed space when the second floor entry is active. Data collected indicates 
that approximately 10% of the collection titles were used during the study period.  Much of the use could be 
directly tied to class assignments.  Additional analysis of the collection by subject librarians resulted in the 
identification of +122 shelves (11%) of materials from the collection that could be relocated immediately. 
 
Because use was so low there is some concern that the findings might represent an anomaly associated with the 
spring term only.   For this reason, use will be studied for one additional term before making the final decision 
about what can be relocated from the second floor.   
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Goal 3 
Information Literacy 
We will support students’ learning needs now and provide them with life-long learning skills for living in 
a knowledge-based society 
 
Collaborate with appropriate university programs and agencies to develop and implement a 
comprehensive information skills program for all incoming students  
Develop a business plan for including an information skills program in the Core Curriculum, and present the 
plan to the Committee currently reviewing the Core Curriculum  

The Director for Instruction and Reference addressed library related issues on the Core Curriculum Committee 
through her membership as a Senate elected representative.  In 2003/04 the Core Curriculum Committee’s 
resolution – Resolution to Revise the Writing Intensive Requirement (approved May 2004) - included the notation 
that a suite of skills for the program would include “Information management competencies, including the ability to 
retrieve, evaluate, analyze and use information from a variety of resources”. 
 
Designated library representation on the Core Curriculum Committee is needed for continuity.  In the earlier and 
current LibQual+ surveys we continue to see evidence that our VT undergraduates are not being exposed to 
research level information resources as frequently as are undergraduates at other research institutions. Experience 
in reading and understanding the research literature of many disciplines is one prerequisite to graduating students 
who can become informed participants in a knowledge-based society.  We believe that the work of the core 
curriculum committee would be enhanced by designated library participation as the committee works to offering 
more intensive experiences for undergraduates with the strong possibility of incorporating “capstone” projects into 
the core.  
 

Determine whether there is an audience for a 1-credit hour (elective) course on research skills, information 
literacy, and/or using the library. 

While offering an elective course on research skills, information literacy, and the library has been discussed in the 
Core Curriculum Committee, support for this as a 1-credit elective did not emerge as one of the working areas to 
be considered following the Core Curriculum retreat.  The library continues to be interested in providing this type of 
support if it is requested to do so, but won’t actively pursue it further at the undergraduate level outside the Core 
Curriculum program. 
 
The Director for Instruction and Reference chaired a sub-committee of the Commission on Graduate Studies and 
Policies to examine how information management skills could be incorporated into the graduate experience.  The 
sub-committee recognized the importance of formalizing department and college decisions about how this might be 
done, and a 1-credit graduate elective was one of the formats suggested by the sub-committee meeting this need.  
The CGS&P will act on the sub-committee’s recommendation in the fall 2004 term. 
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Collaborate with faculty to develop the information literacy skills relevant to the disciplinary needs of 
upper-level undergraduate and graduate students 
Develop and market a plan to support the delivery of discipline-specific information-management skills in 
collaboration with:  

 faculty teaching upper-level undergraduate research methods courses 
 faculty teaching graduate-level research methods courses 

A project to identify those regularly offered classes (graduate and undergraduate) that ask that students write papers, 
participate in projects that are based on identifying relevant support information, or make knowledge-informed 
presentations is being completed by the College Librarians.  Once these courses are identified the library instruction unit 
will develop an overall plan to work with faculty to incorporate information management skill sessions into the courses 
where this is relevant.  

 
Develop, provide, and assess the effectiveness of online modules to provide on-demand opportunities 
for students to develop information literacy skills. 
Determine how the library online instructional modules are used in the period January through May 2004. 

This is the first time that usage information for the Information Skills Modules (ISM), an online information skills tutorial, 
has been considered.  The data will be used as baseline information for further studies. Data was collected for the time 
period of August 2003 through May 2004.  
 
The modules received approximately 4,000 hits per month, with September and March being the two months with the 
greatest activity. Module 3 – Developing Search Strategies - was the most heavily used of the six modules, with an 
average of 825 hits per month. Log files for the modules indicate that the heaviest use comes from IP addresses in the 
Virginia Tech dormitories, though it is interesting to note that one module is being used by a faculty member at SUNY-
Plattsburgh and that there are records of module use from all over the world. Log files also indicate that users generally 
work through the modules sequentially, suggesting that the logical sequence of the modules is appropriate and useful.   
   
The preliminary usage information study suggests that online tutorial modules are of value. Additional detailed 
information on how the modules are currently being used will help shape the future of the project.  
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Goal 4  
Preservation 
We will seek efficient and effective ways to preserve those information resources that will remain 
relevant to supporting ongoing research. 
 
Develop and implement a preservation plan that uses emerging technologies to preserve intellectual 
materials of enduring value for Virginia Tech’s missions 
Evaluate possible risks of physical damage to the libraries' various collections and update the libraries' disaster 
response and recovery plan to guide library personnel in using modern methods and technologies to respond to 
physical damage that might occur to the collections. 

A Disaster Preparedness Plan was completed.  This is a selective plan which focuses on responsibilities and action 
assignments associated with responding in the case of disastrous events such as fire, smoke, and water and their effect 
on the collections.  Other than indicating who to call and the need to evacuate the facility very quickly, it does not 
address life threatening events.  The library like other university agencies is guided by university policies in these 
circumstances. 
 
One important finding from the materials studied to prepare the report is that deciding what NOT to save may be 
important in the event of water, smoke, or fire damage.  Costs can be so high for treatment (freeze drying or ash and 
smoke removal) that decisions to choose not to process some damaged materials may be appropriate. 

 
Collaborate with other research libraries to promote and preserve commonly held research assets and 
selected resources unique to the university or to the region in a manner that assures continuity of 
content and global access. 
Participate in the Association of Southeastern Research Libraries(ASERL) identification of monographs in 
storage for the purpose of identifying some frequently held items that might then be weeded from other 
collections with the assurance that copy(ies) will still be available in the region.  

The Director for Collection Management submitted a list of monographic materials in the Libraries remote storage facility 
for analysis by the OCLC (Online Computer Library Center). 
 
VT holdings will be compared with those at other participating research institutions, to determine how much overlap 
exists, and what items are uniquely held. The OCLC report is expected in early fall.  Schools participating with VT 
include: Duke, University of South Carolina, University of Southern Florida, Clemson, George Mason University, 
University of Virginia, University of Alabama, Tulane, University of North Carolina, University of Georgia, and Vanderbilt. 
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Goal 5 
Systems 
We will use appropriate technologies to give the university community seamless access to library 
resources. 
 
Acquire an online library system that meets the university’s research needs and can be efficiently 
managed with modest staff resources 
The established library systems team will: 

 investigate and compare features of existing products in integrated library systems used by 
other major research libraries in the U.S. 

 develop an RFP for a system 
 recommend a basic integrated system and appropriate components for VT Libraries with an 

installation timetable 
The library team hosted demonstrations from major system vendors and completed the library segment of the RFP.  It is 
currently being reviewed in Information Systems, and will be issued in July 2004.   

 
 
Respond to information-seeking behaviors of the user community when organizing and providing library 
resources  
Identify current research and findings relevant to understanding information-seeking behaviors of library users 
and share these findings within the LAC meetings as a method to support and encourage data-driven decision 
making in providing library resources and services. 

The position descriptions for each library faculty and staff member include the concept that the individual is responsible 
for participating in library activities in ways that are based on data-driven decision making. 
 
As a modeling behavior members of the Library Advisory Committee (dean, unit directors and the presidents of the 
faculty and staff associations) selected recent research publications regarding library research issues and made 
presentations to the committee regarding findings relevant to the VT library environment.   The intent of this program is 
increase awareness of findings that may relate to choices we will make as a library, and to identify replicable research 
processes that could be employed here to better understand the needs of our constituents and the efficacy of our 
services. 
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Goal 6 
Physical Spaces  
We will provide the university community with library settings that support the long-recognized needs 
of our community of users. 
 
Give students, faculty, and staff library settings that meet their expressed needs for convenient access 
to collections, places for inquiry and reflection, and inviting environments 
 
 
 
Implement the concepts outlined in the Modernization Master Plan for Newman Library 
Develop foundation proposal(s) for funding support of Special Collections renovation and expansion. 

A proposal for support for group study facilities and for partial support for a library café was submitted to the Virginia 
Tech Parents Fund in January.  
 
The library hosted a visit by the trustees of the Richardson Benevolent Foundation.  Renovation and collections support 
are of potential interest to the Foundation. Based on this visit we hope to be invited to make a proposal by early fall 
2004. 
 
Other: The library is working with the university physical plant on the first phase of the library program.  The Special 
Collections footprint will be expanded by enclosing the back hallway on Newman’s first level and expanding into the 
lobby area in Newman.  Construction work is expected to begin in late fall 2004. 
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Goal 7 
Staff 
We will employ sufficient numbers of knowledgeable, adaptable, and user-directed faculty and staff. 
 
Hire additional faculty and staff needed to provide the excellent library resources and services essential 
to a top-tier research university 
Establish the Library Diversity Committee 

A Library Diversity Committee was established in 2003/04.  Activities of the Committee included hosting a reception for 
international students in January, mounted a web page featuring library resources associated with Brown vs. Board of 
Education, sponsoring a brown-bag lunch session during Gay Awareness week, and participating in the ASERL ( 
Association of Southeastern Research Libraries) Diversity Conference. 
 
In collaboration with the Department of Teaching and Learning, the College of Liberal Arts and Human Sciences, and the 
Office of Multicultural affairs, the Committee supported the Libraries’ participation in the February 25th program, Brown 
v. Board of Education: The View from Virginia.   

 
Establish and fill Outreach librarian position in the Instruction/Reference unit 

The search is completed.  Kevin Tapp will join the Libraries on July 25, 2004. 
 
Establish new learning opportunities for library faculty and staff relevant to personal professional 
growth in the context of library objectives and operations 
Plan, implement and assess a program of training that will support data-driven decision making. 

No formal programs were offered in 2003-04.  As noted earlier the unit directors familiarized themselves with current 
library applications by selecting a project to review and present at Library Advisory Council meetings. 

 
Plan, implement and assess an orientation program for new employees. 

Under the leadership of the library Training Coordinator, the Orientation Team for New Employees designed a program 
which included a New Employee Notebook, Library tour, Web page information, and an assessment component.  Five 
new employees went through the program.  Based on their feedback changes will be made in the program so it is more 
responsive to what they see as useful. 

 
Identify ways in which the new program of training paths might link to the University's mandatory job 
dimensions (diversity, safety, teamwork) for classified staff. 

Teamwork, community building, and diversity were themes addressed in the Libraries’ biennial In-Service day held at 
the Reynolds Homestead, May 21, 2004.  Programs on safety are to be offered in late summer. 
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Recognize and reward performance of library faculty and staff commensurate with a major research 
institution 
Implement the library recognition program. 

Providing library collections, services and spaces is a communal job – you don’t get the quilt unless everything is 
stitched together and supported by the whole network of library faculty and staff.  For that reason it is my practice in 
this report to generally avoid naming specific individuals as being associated with any one activity.  For anyone who 
would be named there would be one, or even many others who were involved in some contributing way in making the 
event happen, but whose involvement might be known only to themselves. 
 
This is the exception that belies the rule.  The concept of a library recognition or award program has come up many 
times over the years I have been at Virginia Tech.  Whenever the topic came up some people liked the idea and some 
didn’t.  There was no passion for getting it done. 
 
That changed last year.  Under the special leadership of two people, Susan Ariew as President of the Library Faculty 
Association, and Jean Brickey as President of the Library Staff, a program was proposed, worked through considerations 
in the Associations, promised support from the library, and set in motion for this year.  Susan and Jean acted as Co-
Chairs for the Recognition Committee, which also included (since I am naming names here!) Carol Dallman, Scott Dunn, 
Tamara Kennelly and Margaret Merrill.   Thanks to everyone for making this happen, but very, very special thanks to 
Susie and Jean for having the passion to get it started and carry it through. 
 
 

Other notes about Staff 
 
The Libraries welcomed Dan Palmer to the staff as the Libraries’ first full-time Director for Development.  Dan previously 
served as assistant director of development in the College of Science.  The position was vacant for a year and half, and 
previous officers had the library and 8-10 other agencies in their development portfolio. 
 
In his brief time here Dan has worked with library faculty and staff to initiate foundation contacts, expand the audience 
for the Libraries’ newsletter, off-the- shelf, and create several opportunities for the library to be showcased when visiting 
alumni are on campus.   Several significant gifts to the Libraries are noted elsewhere in this report. 
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